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1. Introduction: 

The Scottish Flood Forum (SFF), with support from Flood Re1 – held three community 

events in Perth, Aberdeen and Glasgow entitled ‘Tackling Flooding Together’ .  

These events provided an opportunity for people across Scotland to come together to share 

their experience of flooding and to discuss measures that the insurance industry, 

government, community groups and individuals are taking to manage flood  risk and raise 

awareness of flooding and discuss what needs to be done develop community resilience. 

 

Figure 1: Flooding, past, present and future 

The three community focussed events aimed to: 

• Provide a high-quality networking opportunity for individuals from flood risk 

communities 

• Discuss FloodRe progress and transition plan  

• Identify community experiences of accessing affordable flood insurance 

• Identify what a flood resilient community looks like 

• Identify the main challenges and opportunities to grow community flood resilience. 

• Identify what else communities, and key agencies could do to grow community flood 

resilience. 

SFF events are designed using a variety of methods and approaches that encourage people 

to participate in a safe, but mutually supportive environment. This involved the use of 

interactive games, community volunteer videos, group work discussion, video diaries and 

one to one consultation with delegates. 

The first session asked delegates share their views and experiences of our flooding past, 

present and future. The methods used to facilitate this included a short SFF video produced 

with flood risk community volunteers and the use of “Q cards” where people picked three 

images that represented their feelings about flooding in the past, present and future. 

The second session gave FloodRe an opportunity to present an overview of progress made 

in making flood insurance more accessible and affordable and outlining the key pillars of 

their transition plan.  

                                                             
1 the government-backed, not-for profit scheme that works to reduce the costs of home insurance 

https://scottishfloodforum.org/
https://www.floodre.co.uk/about-us/
https://scottishfloodforum.org/news/where-we-are-working/
https://www.floodre.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/Flood-Re-Transition-Plan-Feb-2016-FINAL..pdf
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This was followed by a lively question and answer session with the SFF recording the main 

points and questions. As part of this session delegates then identified their experience of: 

• Recent experience of accessing insurance 

• Challenges encountered with insurance 

• What would help people going forward. 

The third session of the day included a talk from Fiona Work, Chairperson of Edzell Flood 

Group, who gave an excellent presentation telling their story of the journey from being 

flooded, recovering, becoming better prepared and growing their community resilience.    

Following on from this talk, this session gave delegates opportunity to discuss how they 

would describe a community that is prepared for flooding, what the key authorities can do to 

help grow resilience and identify what else can be put in place to support this process.  

Delegates at the three events were asked; 

• How would you describe a community that is prepared for flooding? 

• What can the key authorities do to help grow community flood resilience in Scotland? 
What are the key challenges to growing community flood resilience?   

• What else would you like to see in place to support community flood resilience? 
 
This is a summary version of the Tackling Flooding Together community events and a full 

version is available from the SFF on request. 

The SFF committed to sharing the key opinions and discussion points raised during the 

events, with the relevant organisations and to take on board areas where the SFF could 

strengthen support and influence to flood risk communities. 

 

Figure 2: Aberdeen delegates 

2. Next steps and recommendations 

The feedback from delegates demonstrates that the Tackling Flooding Together events were 

beneficial and valued by community volunteers. This builds on existing evidence from SFF 

peer to peer networking events that indicates some of the social value that can be generated 

when flood risk communities come together to share ideas, problems, solutions and 

examples of good practice. 

https://www.facebook.com/EdzellFloodIssue/
https://www.facebook.com/EdzellFloodIssue/
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Key points raised during these events are noted below and represent the on-the-ground 

experience and perceptions of delegates.  The SFF will be disseminating and discussing 

these key points with Scottish Government, Local Authorities (LA’s), Scottish Environment 

Protection Agency (SEPA), FloodRe and the Association of British Insurers (ABI) and 

feeding back any new information or progress to delegates as appropriate. Over the coming 

months, the SFF will also discuss and agree what it, as a charity, can take forward and bring 

its influence to bear.  

 Key Insurance Points  

Key Points 

Consider introduction of training and awareness sessions of FloodRe for insurance company customer service 

staff 

Increase transparency of personal flood risk data held by insurance companies. 

Create a community focussed flow chart of process for insurance claims. 

Consider open source flood risk software to aid communities, companies and individuals. 

Conduct mystery shopping of insurance companies. 

FloodRe requested to consider with insurance industry how property level protection measures can be taken into 

account by insurance companies. 

FloodRe requested to consider with insurance industry if there can be an agreed industry standard on advice 

given to customers on distance from water courses. 

FloodRe requested to consider with insurance industry if there can be greater transparency with the data held by 

insurance companies on personal property flood risk. 

FloodRe requested to consider with insurance industry if legal protection for 3rd party liability can be included as 

part of flood insurance 

 

Key Housing Points Raised: 

Key Points 

Consider a review of home reports to ensure that flood risk data is included as statutory information.   

 

Government: 

Key Points 

Delegates asked: If there is an increase in flood risk as a result of climate change and new flood risk assessments 

by SEPA, does this merit and increase in flood risk management budgets for responsible authorities? 

The question was raised how flood resistance and resilience measures can be incentivised to increase the uptake 

of property flood protection products, and encourage measures that help properties to recover quicker from 
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flooding? 

 

Community Resilience Points Raised:  

Key Points 

Ensure that resilience volunteers are properly insured for liability and accidents, so they do not have to get their 

own insurance for giving their time for public benefit. 

Develop good practice guidance in engaging flood risk communities. 

Consider how the benefits and value of community resilience groups can be promoted and clearly communicated. 

Consider how the availability of funding for community groups can be increased and provide greater clarity where 

it can be sourced. 

Consider if local authorities can introduce targeted grants or funding for community resilience projects in flood risk 

communities. 

Investigate how community resilience volunteers can be formally recognised by employers similar to RNLI etc. 

Consider a proactive national recruitment drive for resilience volunteers 

Accessible community focused good practice guidelines in drying out properties so people have the power and 

knowledge to act for themselves. 

 

Key Planning Points:  

Key Points 

Attendees felt that standards are not being consistently applied and therefore recommended that statutory flood 

risk management standards for developers that requires them to model flood risk on site and off site were 

introduced. Attendees were pointed to existing guidance2 however the perception / on-the ground experience 

remains worth noting here and consideration given to how this can be addressed. 

Attendees felt that the introduction statutory SUDS standards for developers that meet Scottish Water 

requirements for adoption would be useful. The SFF will flag the following guidance to delegates and community 

groups engaging on these issues; Scottish Water, Sewers for Scotland version 4, 2018, A technical specification 

for the design and construction of sewerage infrastructure.  

Delegates felt that community focussed guidance on the planning system, flood risk and mitigation measures 

would be useful for flood risk communities.  

Several delegates had examples of where of permitted development rights was felt to have increased flood risk as 

a result of national infrastructure and major developments. Transport Scotland was given as example by one flood 

risk community. 

                                                             
2 Comparative reference points given as: England & Wales guidance: Rainfall and runoff management for 

developments, Environment Agency 2013. Second reference point example given as: Flood Risk Assessment 
and Drainage Impact Assessment: Planning Guidance for Developers, Glasgow City Council, 2011. A third 
reference point can be viewed at: Moray Council, 2018, Flood risk and drainage impact assessments for new 
developments.  

https://www.mgsdp.org/index.aspx?articleid=23644
https://www.mgsdp.org/index.aspx?articleid=23644
http://evidence.environment-agency.gov.uk/FCERM/Libraries/FCERM_Project_Documents/Rainfall_Runoff_Management_for_Developments_-_Revision_E.sflb.ashx
http://evidence.environment-agency.gov.uk/FCERM/Libraries/FCERM_Project_Documents/Rainfall_Runoff_Management_for_Developments_-_Revision_E.sflb.ashx
https://www.glasgow.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=6179&p=0
https://www.glasgow.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=6179&p=0
http://www.moray.gov.uk/downloads/file120519.pdf
http://www.moray.gov.uk/downloads/file120519.pdf
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Attendees asked several times what assessments Scottish Water (SW) make for major developments such as 

flood risk and impact and the SFF agreed to clarify this with SW. 

Delegates asked if communities concerned about flooding have the right to address local planning committees? 

 

Key Flood Risk Management Points: 

Key Points 

Consider if each local authority has a named FRM/flooding point of contact for communities. 

Consider how greater transparency and community involvement in the decisions of the National Priorities Working 

Group can be developed. 

Consider community training on the multi coloured handbook and access to better information on the cost benefit 

analysis used to make FRM decisions. An online public version of this is available and could benefit from a peer to 

peer flood risk community networking approach.   

Produce community focussed guidance on Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems that considers standards, 

calculations, inspection and maintenance. 

Consider how local authorities will report on FRM performance to local communities. 

Consider what can be done to ensure that new developments cannot be connected to overloaded sewer 

infrastructure. 

 

The SFF would like to thank everyone involved in supporting the Tackling Flooding Together 

events and the many volunteers who invested their time by attending and contributing to the 

programme. The SFF will raise these issues with relevant authorities and will look for 

opportunities where dialogue can continue, and feedback and answers can be provided to 

Scotland’s flood risk community-based groups. 

These events provided a great opportunity for people from across Scotland to come together 

to share their experiences of flooding. This included many actions that the insurance 

industry, government, community groups and individuals are taking and can take to manage 

and prevent flooding, as well as raising awareness of flood risks.  

Most importantly, a range of community volunteers gave their views about what needs to be 

done to develop community resilience and continue building a common voice and movement 

for change across Scotland. 

Feedback and comments on this summary report are welcome and can be sent to 

info@scottishfloodforum.org  

The Scottish Flood Forum is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation, No. 

SC043783. 

 

 

http://www.mcm-online.co.uk/handbook/
https://www.mcm-online.co.uk/public/
mailto:info@scottishfloodforum.org

